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s Global Logistical Connections, Inc. (GLC) is a fully integrated 

Freight Forwarder, Customs Broker, and Warehouse Operation. 
Through our global agent networks and strategic locations 
within the USA, Mexico and Colombia, our professional staff 
bridges the gap between language, culture, and distance in the 
pursuit of our goal: to facilitate international trade.  

Facilities 
12-U.S. Locations 

1-Bogota, Colombia
1-Guadalajara, Mexico

Years in Business: 

17 years

2006

GLC TEAM MEMBERS: 

150+

CUSTOMERS SERVED 

8000+
GLOBAL COVERAGE 

194 cOUNTRIES
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Global Logistical Connections’ mission is to facilitate our 
clients’ growth and development by providing efficient and 
effective supply chain partnerships with an emphasis on 
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE AND INTEGRITY. 

Our vision is to establish a culture of EQUITY, OPPORTUNITY, AND 
GROWTH amongst all stakeholders, where open and honest communication 
guides the development of individuals and partnerships, allowing them to 
reach their full potential. To expand our global footprint through our mission 
of uncompromising QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, AND INTEGRITY, increasing 
our scope and capabilities while remaining dedicated to our corporate values.

mission

vision
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Our headquarters in Los Angeles, California positions us next to 
the largest port in the United States. We have branch offices in 
Chicago, Illinois, Miami, Florida, Charleston, South Carolina, 
Denver, Colorado, Greensboro, North Carolina, Bogotá, Colombia, 
and Guadalajara, México 

los angeles

denver

guadalajara

charleston

Greensboro

miami

bogotá
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“GLC is an excellent forwarding company! My rep Sean Kidder is amazing! 
He is so informative and makes it a point to keep us up to date on what is 
going on in the shipping world (even if it isn't what we would like to hear!). 
We are able to be more effective as a result of the information that he 
provides and we greatly appreciate him for that. If you are looking for a 
forwarder that communicates well and keeps you up to date on what is 
happening with your shipments, you definitely want to give GLC a try!”

What our Clients are Saying

Doni

We have been working in partnership with GLC as our preferred US agent 
for a number of years now and cannot recommend them highly enough. My 
main points of contact (Quyen/Jessica) are always very responsive and go 
above and beyond in assisting us. Their knowledge is excellent which 
makes our job much easier. We look forward to our continued relationship 
expanding further in the future

Meryl

I have used Glc for several years now on multiple Imports. Derek has put a 
wonderful team together, I worked with Radu, Rodney, Stephanie and 
Frank. They are always responsive. I have learned so much from Rodney 
especially. So much so, that I know they are experts in their field and 
wouldn't ever want to navigate the risks of Importing on my own (trust me, 
I tried. Don't do it) There were several times where I was planning on 
importing items, then went with local items due to the clients need, and i 
felt like I wasted GLC s time, but GLC never gave me the impression that I 
wasted their time. They have always provided A+ stellar service.

Christopher
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Through an emphasis on customer service to our clients as well as our valued 
worldwide partners, we have been rewarded with extensive support and growth. 
It is our dedicated and custom-built service that separates us from our competi-
tors. We value a sense of urgency and impeccable execution in the services we 
provide. We encourage a “Speak Up, Listen, and Take Action” culture amongst 
our teams, and embody a “No Excuses” mentality toward success.
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Customs
Brokerage

and Distribution
Warehousing

e-Commerce
Fulfillment
Nationwide 
Trucking Services
Supply Chain
Consulting
All Risk
Cargo Insurancese
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Freight
Forwarding
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In the 21st century, your products and services 
need to keep up with the speed of your business 
ideas. GLC’s proven best-in-class international 
and domestic freight forwarding services enable 
companies to remain ahead of the competition 
getting product to market quickly and efficiently.

Freight
Forwarding

Ocean Freight Air Freight Domestic Trucking

Licensed NVOCC with 
strong direct contracts 

across all major alliances.

IATA certified with 
competitive 

air rates globally.

Company-owned trucks in 
LA and Chicago and 

an extensive Dray, Long Haul, 
and Final Mile Network.

Through a robust network of global freight forwarders and 
combined scale of buying power, GLC’s delivers access to 
consistent space and rates regardless of the lane or mode of 
transportation, reducing variability at every step.

Power in Numbers

GLOBAL COVERAGE 

194 cOUNTRIESglobal partners
15.000+
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We reached out to GLC when we were in a bind. They were very helpful, 
super responsive and took our project seriously all the way through to 
execution. We would not hesitate to use them again..

Mitch

They are ROCKSTARS!!! Always highly communicative when our container 
arrives from overseas. They do a fantastic job finding trucking companies 
for deliveries. We always receive our containers in a timely manner. They 
have a great handle on Customs and FDA clearance. I highly recommend 
them.

Sadiya
What our Clients are Saying

GLC’s Customs Brokerage Division guarantees that 
your shipments have a literal “SAFE PASSAGE.” 
Regardless of the commodity, GLC’s fully licensed 
and qualified brokers will navigate the complex 
rules and regulations set forth by the U.S. Customs 
and Border Protection Agency to make certain you 
are compliant.

- Import Entry Processing
- Remote Location Filings
- Importer Security Filings
- Continuous Bond Management
- TIB Entry Processing and Management
- Duty Drawback Entry Filing
- Establish a Direct ACH with US Customs  
   and Border Protection Agency
- Periodic Monthly Statements
- Government Confidentiality Request

Customs
Brokerage

Delayed filings, misclassifications, and late payment of duties 
are all costly mistakes. That’s why GLC provides visibility you 
can trust. You will receive ISF Submission Notifications, Cus-
toms Entry Processed Notifications, and Release Notifications 
direct to your inbox through advanced information systems.

Automated daily, weekly, and per entry dimensional reports 
will provide you with actionable data that will aid in a seamless 
and compliant import.

Visibility you can trust.
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and Distribution
Warehousing

When it comes to warehousing, distribution, and 
storage services, GLC’s state-of-the-art facilities 
ensure your products are safe, secure, and ready for 
shipment. From the end of the production line to the 
hands of your customers, GLC’s distribution services 
offer secure, reliable, and trusted transport.

GLC’s wide range of warehousing and distribution services 
offers comprehensive solutions with national coverage.

- Transloading
- WMS  with Real-Time Inventory Updates
- Cross Docking
- Stripping, Stuffing & Segregation
- Pick and Pack
- Domestic Distribution & Fulfillment
- Inventory Management
- Crating / Palletization Services
- Consolidations
- Daily / Weekly / Monthly Storage
- Complete Supply Chain Management
- Personal Effects / Household Goods
- Automotive Blocking / Bracing

Chicago

Charleston

Miami

Los Angeles
Redlands
East
South Bay
Fontana
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e-Commerce
Fulfillment

From receiving goods and managing inventory to 
custom kitting and on-time deliveries, GLC’s core 
competencies are your e-commerce solutions. 
Whether you require fulfillment by merchant (FBM) 
or fulfillment by Amazon (FBA), GLC’s knowledgeable 
e-commerce department, along with our advanced 
warehouse management systems, will ensure a fluid 
and transparent end-to-end experience.

GLC’s e-commerce fulfillment solutions are designed for speed to 
market, giving you a competitive edge.- Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

- Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA)
- Fulfillment by Merchant (FBM)
- FBA- removals
- Inventory Management
- Kitting
- Labeling
- Pick and pack
- Product testing
- Shipping

Advantages of working with GLC

Worldwide 
coverage

WMS integration 
with all major 

e-commerce platforms
Inhouse customs 

brokerage
Amazon 

Approved Carrier
1,000,000 

square feet of 
warehouse space
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Nationwide Container Drayage

Final Mile

Overweight, Refrigerated, 
HAZMAT Delivery services.

Local Pickup and Delivery
Courier Services

Our services include nationwide pickup and 
delivery, full-service consolidation and distribu-
tion, accurate and real-time online shipment 
tracking services, and port pickup and drop-offs 
for international cargo shipping. A variety of 
truck sizes are equipped to handle every need, 
from industrial-sized cargo to fresh produce and 
retail goods.

LTL (less than a truckload) is a consolidation of multiple 
companies goods to fill a trailer. This service is a cost-effec-
tive way to transport small and medium-sized shipments, 
which would not account for a full truckload on their own. 
However, if shipping a commodity that requires special 
handling, is time-critical, or is of high-value, GLC recom-
mends a dedicated truck regardless of the load’s size.

Nationwide 
Trucking Services

When should you choose 
LTL service over FTL?

Full Truck 
Load

Less Than a 
Truck Load

FAQ’s

ltl ftl
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Supply Chain
Consulting

Years of global trade experience, technology, 
logistics, and customer satisfaction are just a few 
key elements in the superior workflow of GLC’s 
Supply Chain Consulting. GLC’s comprehensive 
expertise includes global interconnected and 
interlinked networks combined with 
state-of-the-art information and cutting-edge, 
proven logistics.

At GLC we understand that in business, results 
matter. That ‘s why GLC works closely with our 
clients, listening to your ideas, needs, and 
goals to customize our supply chain consulta-
tions to create a complete strategy and seam-
less implementation. GLC’s consultants’ team 
will create a personalized and comprehensive 
supply chain that mitigates risk while increas-
ing efficiency and managing cost from raw 
materials and network design to inventory 
analysis and sustainability.
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All Risk
Cargo Insurance

Coverage



quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcord@glc-inc.com

1450 American Lane, STE 1250 
Schaumburg, IL 60173
P: 630-283-0045

Chicago, IL

Miami, FL

quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcmia@glc-inc.com

11421 NW 107th Street. Unit 18
Miami, FL 33178
P: 954-999-0418

info@glc-inc.com
quotes@glc-inc.com 

9380 Station St. Suite 550
Lone Tree, CO 80124
P:303-630-0512

Denver, Co

info@glc-inc.com
quotes@glc-inc.com 

101 S. Elm St. Suite 310 
Greensboro, NC. 27401
P: 336-530-9940

Greensboro, NCCharleston, SC

quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcchs@glc-inc.com

9004 Sightline Dr. STE N.
Ladson, SC 29456
P: 843-605-9340

Bogotá, Colombia

quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcbog@glc-inc.com

Calle 26 # 92-32 Oficina 03-131
P (international): +57 350-278-4518
P (within the US): 954-629-0731

Guadalajara, México
quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcmex@glc-inc.com

For quote requests:

Los Angeles,CA (Warehouse)

quotes@glc-inc.com 
glcred@glc-inc.com

9724 Alabama St.
Redlands, CA 92374
P: 909-312-6865

Los Angeles,CA

quotes@glc-inc.com 
glclax@glc-inc.com

19701 Hamilton Ave, STE 160
Torrance, CA 90502
P: 310-603-2100
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thank you!
www.glc-inc.com

Follow us:


